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Differences from the Real-World AirVenture Oshkosh Event 
 
PilotEdge will strive to make this event as close to the real “AirVenture Oshkosh” as possible, 
while ensuring a successful event by implementing several changes. For those pilots who 
may be familiar with flying into the real “AirVenture Oshkosh,” or those planning to do so in 
the future, here are the changes that PilotEdge has implemented specifically for our event. 

● PilotEdge: All aircraft must use a 29.92 altimeter setting (pilots will also have their sims  
        set to the “Clear Skies” preset which sets standard pressure). 

○ Real AirVenture: Use the local altimeter setting as per the ATIS 
● PilotEdge: All aircraft must make at least one circle around Green Lake 

○ Real AirVenture: Listen to Fisk Approach to see if they are needing aircraft to hold over 
either of the lakes. 

● PilotEdge: NOTAM designates runway turnoff (exit) instructions upon landing 
○ Real AirVenture: Listen to ATC’s instructions for how to exit the runway 

● PilotEdge: Defined taxi procedures on the ground at OSH per this NOTAM 
○ Real AirVenture: Flagmen point you in the appropriate direction and your parking 

placard shows them where you wish to park 
● PilotEdge: Oshkosh North (118.5) and South (126.6) Tower frequencies are the same for 

arrivals and departures 
○ Real AirVenture: 118.5 and 126.6 are the arrival frequencies. Different frequencies are 

used for departures 
● PilotEdge: VFR only, no IFR aircraft are permitted 

○ Real AirVenture: IFR aircraft are allowed, as long as you have reserved a slot. 
● PilotEdge: Pilots may land/depart at any time during the published event times. 

○ Real AirVenture: There are specific departure/arrival times as well as many times 
where the airport is closed to all GA traffic due to airshows. 

● PilotEdge: Formation flights are not permitted. All pilots must operate as a single ship. 
○ Real AirVenture: Formation flights are allowed in accordance with the AirVenture 

NOTAM. 
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PilotEdge Oshkosh 2020 NOTAM 
Prepar3D/FSX Edition  

Visit pilotedge.net/simventure for the X-Plane 11 Edition 
 
Definitions: 
Fisk = a small town in Wisconsin 
FISKE = a fix over the city of Fisk 
OSH VORTAC 232°R at 15.5DME = RIPON 
Ripon = a small town in Wisconsin  
RIPON = A fix over the city of Ripon 
Green Lake = A lake 4 miles west of Ripon 
Rush Lake = A lake just west of Fisk 
All altitudes in this NOTAM are MSL 

Overview: 
● This event will simulate the Fisk Arrival. Upon landing, pilots may taxi to the ramp to watch the 

other arrivals, or depart KOSH and head back out over Green Lake to fly it again. This is not a 
race. Trying to get in front of others will not result in a favorable outcome. 

● This NOTAM shall be reviewed by all pilots prior to participation in the event, as well as 
referenced during your flight. This NOTAM is formatted in chronological order of the flight and 
it is recommended that you have this displayed on a tablet, phone, second monitor or printed 
out so you can easily follow along during the flight. 

○ The GPS waypoints RIPON and FISKE can be used to assist with navigation, although 
you will need to navigate visually as well. 

○ Non-GPS aircraft may use the OSH VORTAC’s 232° radial at 15.5 DME to identify 
RIPON and proceed visually thereafter. 

● Formation flights will NOT be permitted. All pilots must operate as a single ship. 

Simulator Configuration: 
● The following is Required 

○ Download the scenery from pilotedge.net/simventure 
○ Set your weather settings to the “Clear Skies” preset. 

■ This preset will ensure everyone has calm wind and standard pressure of 29.92 
■ Do not use real world weather 

○ Your simulator must be running at least 20 FPS (frames per second). Turn down your 
graphics, if necessary. Lower frame rates will impact the experience of pilots around 
you.  

● Depending on your simulator and the hardware you have, maintaining a specific altitude can 
be difficult (much harder than doing so in the real airplane). Use of the autopilot to maintain 
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your appropriate altitude as you follow the railroad tracks is encouraged if you are struggling to 
maintain altitude while hand-flying. Remember to disengage the autopilot when it’s time to rock 
your wings! 

● FSX/Prepar3D users must have the “Scenery Complexity” setting within their display 
settings of the simulator set to “Normal” or better in order to participate in this event 

 
Preflight Planning: 

● This is strictly a VFR event. Requests for IFR will be denied. 
● There is no overlying TRACON coverage, therefore flight following won’t be provided 
● Pilots are not required to file a flight plan 
● Load up enough fuel for several circles around Green Lake, if necessary 
● Expect a lot of traffic all around you. Moving map applications such as Foreflight for phones and 

tablets are encouraged to help maintain situational awareness. 
○ Some of these apps will not show traffic within ½ mile of you to avoid clutter. Keep this in 

mind that traffic could be very close to you but not visible on your map 
○ You may also use the PilotEdge online map if you have another monitor or laptop 

■ http://map.pilotedge.net 
● Due to the complexity of this event and the necessity to see all traffic around you, pilots must 

select from one of the aircraft types below. Pilots may not fly aircraft that are not on this list. 
○ This is to ensure pilots and controllers see you properly. Whether it’s a stock aircraft, 

freeware or payware, it must be one of the following types:  
■ Beechcraft Baron - BE58 
■ Cessna Skyhawk - C172 
■ Mooney M20P/M20T 
■ Beechcraft Bonanza - BE33/BE35/BE36 
■ Diamond DA42/DA62 
■ Robin DR401 (DR40) 
■ Lancair LEG2/LNC2/LNC4/LNCE/LNP4 
■ Pipistrel Panthera - PIPA 
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■ Cirrus - SR20/SR22/S22T 
■ Piper Cherokee 140 - P28A 
■ Piper Cherokee 180 - P28A 
■ Piper Malibu - PA46 (PA46-310) 
■ Piper Mirage - PA46 (PA46-350) 
■ Piper Arrow - P28R 
■ Piper Saratoga - P32R 
■ Piper Seneca - PA34 
■ Piper Seminole - PA44 
■ SIAI Marchetti (Piston version) - F260  
■ Cessna 150/152 - C150/C152  
■ Grumman Tiger - AA5  
■ Ryan (North American) Navion - NAVI 

○ When connecting to the network, enter in the livery that you’d like to display as to others by 
entering the appropriate information into the “airline” and “livery” fields (details below). Both 
pilots and ATC will see you as this livery so expect to be referred to as this livery/color. Your 
own livery in your simulator will not be visible to others, so you must adopt the belief that 
your airplane looks like whichever one you specified in the airline/livery fields when you 
connected to the network. We recommend you make a written note or print out a photo of 
what your airplane looks like to others (ie. the livery you select) so you don’t miss a radio 
call. ATC will be calling you by the color/type of the aircraft which you selected from 
Appendix A of this NOTAM. 

○ When connecting, your “Type” needs to be a valid 3 or 4 character ICAO code for your 
aircraft type (as seen in the usable aircraft list on the previous page of this NOTAM, or in 
Appendix A). 

Click Here to Learn More (FAQ Page) 

 
○ The Airline/Livery options are included at the end of this NOTAM in appendix A. 
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Departing for Oshkosh (If departing from OSH, click here) 
● Pilots may begin their flight at any airport and fly to Oshkosh. 

○ Load up your simulator on the RAMP at your departure airport (not on a taxiway or runway) then 
connect to PilotEdge. 

○ There will be no ATC at airports other than Oshkosh. Treat all other airports as non-towered 
when you depart, and utilize CTAF frequencies.  

○ Pilots planning a lengthy flight originating at an airport within the yellow shaded portion below 
will be flying in PilotEdge’s everyday coverage area and will be expected to make contact with 
appropriate controllers until leaving the yellow shaded area. 

 
● All flights must be conducted VFR as there is no overlying approach or center controllers to provide 

flight following along the way unless you are flying within the yellow shaded area above. 
● All aircraft must fly the Fisk VFR arrival into Oshkosh beginning at Green Lake/Ripon (details 

below). 
○ Pilots can easily locate Green Lake by navigating to the RIPON waypoint. Green Lake is located 

4 miles west of RIPON.  
● All aircraft must avoid the OSH Class D and the Fisk Arrival route while navigating to the Fisk Arrival. 

○ Remaining at or above 3,500 until over Green Lake will keep you clear of all conflicts 
● If you begin your flight at Oshkosh, load up in one of the designated parking areas depicted on page 22 

of this NOTAM and follow the published taxi route to runway 36L for departure. 

Check your Radios before you Depart! 
● Imagine getting all the way to Fisk only to realize your radios aren’t working 
● BEFORE YOU DEPART for Oshkosh, try this self-radio check. 

○ PilotEdge allows for a self-radio check by following these steps:  
■ 1. Tune BOTH Comm1 and Comm2 to 123.45 
■ 2. Ensure BOTH Comm1 and Comm2 are on and being received 
■ 3. Hold down your Push-To-Talk and say “radio check” 

● If you hear yourself, it’s working properly (nobody will respond to you) 
● If you don’t hear yourself, your audio is not working properly. (Click here for FAQ) 
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Fisk VFR Arrival to OSH 
● Checklist as you approach Green Lake: 

○ At or above 3000ft 
■ Begin your descent once you enter the hold around Green Lake 

○ Listen to the ATIS on 125.9 
■ These NOTAM procedures are subject to change in real time. Any late 

changes to the NOTAM will be in the ATIS. 
○ All exterior aircraft lights are ON 
○ Transponder set to ALT and squawking 1200 

■ Transponder mode (Mode C) 
located in the web browser next 
to the button you used to connect 
to the network. 

○ Altimeter set to 29.92 
○ Monitor Fisk Approach on 120.7 
○ Enter a counter-clockwise hold over Green Lake on the 45° from whichever direction 

you come from (as shown below) 
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Joining the Hold over Green Lake 
● Since it can be difficult to spot traffic in the simulator, all aircraft are required to join the 

counter-clockwise hold over Green Lake in some fashion. 
● Enter the hold at 1800ft (or 2300ft for aircraft unable to hold 90 knots) on the 45° from 

whichever direction you are coming from, as depicted below with the white arrows. 
● Once established in the VFR holding pattern, adjust speed as necessary to  

space yourself ½ mile in trail of aircraft at the same altitude. 
○ Maintain 90 knots and 1,800ft 
○ Aircraft unable to maintain 90 knots shall be at 135 knots and 2,300ft 

● ATC has no jurisdiction over Green Lake. Pilots are responsible for getting themselves at least 
½ mile in trail of an aircraft at the same altitude and following them in. 

● Upon reaching the eastern edge of Green Lake NE-bound, if you are appropriately spaced 
behind the aircraft in front of you, proceed to RIPON. If the spacing is less than ½ mile, begin 
another counter-clockwise lap around the lake. 
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● Once appropriately spaced, proceed to RIPON at 90 knots (IAS) and 1,800ft 
○ Aircraft unable to operate at 90 knots should be at 135 knots and 2,300ft. 

■ These aircraft will need to slow to 90 knots once advised by ATC 
● Utilize full flaps if necessary 

 
 

 
 

Inbound over RIPON 
● Sequence yourself, single-file, with others who are at your same altitude over RIPON 

○ If you’re too close to someone, make a left turn and circle back around Green Lake to 
try again 

● In order to proceed inbound from RIPON to FISKE, you must be at least ½ mile in trail of 
same-altitude aircraft ahead of you. They will be treated as 2 separate streams. 

○ ie. Aircraft at 1,800 do not need to sequence themselves with the aircraft at 2,300ft and 
vice versa.  
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NOTE: Due to FSX being a 14 year old simulator, locating the appropriate landmarks can be 
challenging. To help, we have enlarged the landmarks that you see here, however the 
railroad tracks and Fisk Avenue are still difficult to find. Pay special attention to these photos 
and use a moving map (as referenced on page 5) if you are able. 
Visual Reference Points from Ripon→Fisk 
(Narrative on page 14) 
As seen below, FSX will only draw the railroad tracks for a limited certain distance.  
As you continue down the tracks, FSX will draw the tracks further and further.  
Follow the brownish blur and the tracks will be made clear to you. 
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Consider using DME from the waypoint FISKE to help identify your position, but do not navigate using 
your GPS. You must remain directly over the railroad tracks, which will lead you to Fisk. 
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Do not confuse HWY44 with Fisk Avenue. Fisk Avenue runs due east from the big red 
barn (about a 090° heading). If you think you are following Fisk Ave, but you’re heading 
Northeast, you’re probably following HWY44. Fisk Avenue runs E-W about 1 mile south 
of KOSH. 
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RIPON to FISK 
● Once established at least ½ mi behind another aircraft, proceed inbound from RIPON to Fisk 

○ Monitor Fisk Approach on 120.7. Do not call them, they’ll call you 
○ Proceed single-file, directly over the railroad tracks while maintaining either 1,800ft 

and 90 knots or 2,300ft and 135 knots (for faster-type aircraft). Visually navigate 
directly over the railroad tracks- do not use GPS 

○ Do not “S” turn or adjust your speed, unless instructed by ATC. If you get too close to the 
aircraft in front of you, peel off to the left, return to Green Lake and try again. 

○ Lower your landing gear between RIPON and Fisk 
○ Listen very carefully for ATC to make contact to you as you approach Fisk 

■ Controllers will either call you by your aircraft type/characteristics/color (the livery 
that they can see, which you chose when you connected). Listen up for both. 

● They might even call you by your callsign thanks to ADS-B 
■ No verbal readbacks are required to ATC unless they ask for them or ask you a 

question. Pilots may be asked to rock their wings to acknowledge. If told to “rock 
your wings,” ensure a significant enough rock back and forth for ATC to see it from 
the ground without losing control of your aircraft. 

● Examples: 
○ “High-wing red single-engine over Fisk, rock your wings.” 
○ “Baron Three-Echo-Bravo over Fisk, rock your wings.” 

● The “wing rock” serves as an acknowledgement and allows ATC to keep 
talking without having to wait for readbacks. 

■ If clarification is needed or you do not understand something, key up your PTT and 
ask- it’s OKAY!  

■ If ATC asks you a question, answer it over the radio. 
■ As you approach Fisk, ATC will assign you a transition.  

● Railroad Track Transition- Runway 27/9 
● Fisk Avenue Transition- Runway 18L/R & 36L/R 

■ Be prepared for both transitions and react accordingly.  
■ As you pass overhead Fisk, ATC will switch you to the tower 

● Runway 27/9 (Railroad Track Transition) tower frequency is 118.5  
● Runway 18LR/36LR (Fisk Ave Transition) tower frequency is 126.6 

 
Runway 27 (Railroad Track Transition)- Continue to next page 
Runway 36L/R (Fisk Ave Transition) - Click Here to Jump to Page 19 
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Railroad Track Transition - Runway 27 (OSH North Tower 118.5) 
● From Fisk, continue directly overhead the railroad tracks until reaching the gravel pit located abeam the 

runway 9 numbers on the north side. Maintain 90 knots and 1,800ft until the gravel pit. 
● Aircraft who approached Fisk at 2,300ft and 135 knots should be instructed to begin their descent and 

reduce speed to 90 knots prior to being told to monitor tower. 
● Now that you have a runway assignment, familiarize yourself with the OSH Taxi Routes located on 

page 22 of the NOTAM. Have a plan for once you touch down. 

● At the gravel pit, begin a right turn to enter the right downwind for runway 27. Remain inside (on the 
southern edge) of the gravel pit. 

● Once on the right downwind, you may begin your descent and adjust your speed as necessary just like 
a normal midfield downwind. 

● ATC will reach out to you while you’re on the downwind or base leg, calling you by your type, aircraft 
characteristics or callsign. They’ll call you- do not call them unless told to do so. 

○ Readbacks to ATC are not required unless you do not understand an instruction 
○ “Wing rocks” shall only be executed when asked, otherwise just comply with the 

instructions  
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● Start your base turn no later than the shoreline unless instructed to extend your downwind 
● ATC will clear you to land, do not land without a clearance 

○ It is assumed you will be landing on runway 27, therefore the runway number may not be stated 
in the clearance 

● There are 3 dots painted on the runway (included with the scenery download). These colored dots allow 
ATC to land multiple aircraft at the same time. 

○ If instructed to land on a specific dot, aim to touch down on that dot 
■ Example: “Red Skyhawk, cleared to land on the orange dot” 

○ If no dot is issued, perform your landing normally within the runway’s touchdown zone. 
● Runway 27 Landing Distances: 

○ Runway 27 Numbers: 5,647ft remaining 
○ Orange Dot (First dot): 4,600ft remaining 
○ Green Dot (Second dot): 3,100ft remaining 
○ White Dot (Third dot): Unusable for RWY27 

 
● Notify ATC immediately on the radio if you need to go-around 

 
 

● ATC is working under an approved runway separation waiver to allow only 3000ft separation on the 
runway between Category I and Category II aircraft. This means there may be other aircraft on the 
runway at the same time as you. 
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Upon Arrival (Runway 27 only) 
● Once you touch down and slow to a safe speed, exit the runway to the RIGHT into the grass. Do not 

roll down to a taxiway, simply angle off the runway to the right into the grass as soon as you are able. 

 

          
○ As you angle off to the right, parallel the runway westbound- do not stop, keep moving. Clean 

up your airplane/after landing checklist later at the ramp or while taxiing. 
○ Taxi in the grass outside of the yellow cones and flagmen, keeping the flagmen off to your left 

as you taxi around runway 27. This will keep you far enough away from the runway as shown in 
the photos. Use the taxi diagram on page 22 of this NOTAM to see where to taxi. 
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● There is no ground control. Use caution for others as you taxi around the grass in the direction 
shown in the taxiing portion of this NOTAM on page 22 and remain clear of runway 9/27, 
18R/36L and 18L/36R. 
 

Click Here to Jump to the Taxi Routes on Page 22 
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Fisk Avenue Transition - Runway 36L/R (OSH South Tower 126.6) 
● During the event each year, KOSH turns part of taxiway Alpha into runway 36R/18L 

thus making runway 36, runway 36L, and runway 18, runway 18R. The provided 
scenery has the correct runway number, although your standard FAA/JEPP chart 
may not. 

● Expect instructions at Fisk to turn eastbound for Fisk Avenue (the smaller 
West-East road which runs 090° from the town of Fisk). 

● Navigate along Fisk Ave, remaining just south of it to allow for a wider base turn. 
● Aircraft who approached Fisk at 2,300ft and 135 knots will be instructed to begin 

their descent and reduce speed to 90 knots prior to being told to monitor tower. 
● Now that you have a runway assignment, review the OSH Taxi Routes located 

on page 22 of the NOTAM. Have a plan for once you touch down. 
● Once overhead Interstate-41 (shown below), you may begin your descent and 

reduce speed for landing, if needed. 

 
● ATC will reach out to you over Interstate-41, or shortly thereafter, calling you by your type, aircraft 

characteristics or callsign. They’ll call you- do not call them unless told to do so. 
○ Readbacks to ATC are not required unless you do not understand an instruction 
○ “Wing rocks” shall only be executed when asked, otherwise just comply with the 

instructions 
● Continue on a standard base to final turn unless ATC instructs you otherwise 
● ATC will clear you to land, do not land without a clearance 
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● There are 4 dots painted on runway 36L/18R and 2 colored squares on 36R/18L (included with the 
scenery download). These colored markings allow ATC to land multiple aircraft at the same time. 

○ If instructed to land on a specific dot, aim to touch down on that dot 
■ Example: “Red Skyhawk, Runway 36L, cleared to land on the Purple Dot” 

○ If no dot is issued, perform your landing normally within the runway’s touchdown zone. 
 

● Notify ATC on the radio immediately if you need to 
go-around 

● ATC is working under an approved runway separation 
waiver to allow only 3000ft separation on the runway 
between Category I and Category II aircraft. This 
means there may be other aircraft on the runway at 
the same time as you. 
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Upon Arrival (Runway 36L/R only) 
● Once you have touched down, maintain a high-speed taxi straight down to the end of the 

runway, thence: 
 

36L Arrival 
● To taxi back for departure: turn left at P1 and a left on taxiway P. Use caution for aircraft 

taxiing southbound on taxiway P, however they should yield to you. Follow P all the way down 
and hold short of 36L at P5.  

○ Refer to page 23 this NOTAM below for departure guidance. 
● To taxi to parking/observation: turn left at P1 and a left on taxiway P. Use caution for aircraft 

taxiing southbound on taxiway P, however they should yield to you. Follow P southbound and 
turn right into any of the grass parking. 

 

36R Arrival 
● To taxi back for departure: RWY 36R becomes TWY A. Continue down TWY A and turn 

LEFT onto runway 31, then turn LEFT onto RWY 23. YIELD to opposite direction traffic on 
RWY 31 that will also turn SW-bound onto RWY 23. Continue down RWY 23 to join TWY P 
and taxi down to 36L at P5. YIELD to aircraft at TWY P1 that will turn southbound to TWY P. 

○ Refer to page 23 this NOTAM below for departure guidance. 
● To taxi to parking/observation:   RWY 36R turns into TWY A. Continue down TWY A and 

turn LEFT onto runway 31, then turn LEFT onto RWY 23. YIELD to opposite direction traffic on 
RWY 31 that will also turn SW-bound onto RWY 23. Continue down RWY 23 to join TWY P. 
YIELD to aircraft at TWY P1 that will turn southbound to TWY P. Continue down TWY P and 
turn right into any of the grass parking. 

 
 
Use the Oshkosh taxi diagram on the next page to help you. 
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Taxi Routes at Oshkosh 
● There is no ground control. Use caution for others as you taxi using the prescribed taxi routes/methods below. 
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Departing Oshkosh 
● There is no ground control. Use the diagram on Page 22 to get to RWY 36L @ P5 on your own. If you 

start from one of the parking locations at OSH, follow the routes in the diagram to get to 36L @ P5. 
● All OSH departures will depart from runway 36L at intersection P5  
● Turn your transponder to Mode C (ALT) and squawk 1200 

○ Transponder mode (Mode C) is located in the web browser next 
to the button you used to connect to the network. 

● Be ready to depart upon reaching the hold short line. Complete any necessary run-up while taxiing 
or pull off into the grass before you reach the runway. 

● As you approach the runway, monitor OSH South Tower on 126.6. Do not check-in with the tower. 
They will call you when you are #1 in line and clear you for takeoff when they can. 

● Remember that ATC and other pilots will see you based on the livery you connected with as described 
above in the “Preflight Planning” section of this NOTAM, and further explained in the FAQ. 

■ Example: “Red Skyhawk, cleared for takeoff.” 
○ Everybody will depart from runway 36L at P5, therefore the runway number may be omitted. 
○ Readback of clearance is not required. The controller will see your airplane moving and they will 

know you heard the clearance. 
● All departures MUST turn right to a heading of 150° PRIOR TO the ATC Tower 

○ This heading will NOT be issued by ATC- all aircraft are expected to  
make this turn as soon as practical unless told otherwise. 

● Maintain heading 150° and at or below 1,300ft until clear of class D airspace (5 mile radius) 
● Once clear of class D airspace, you may turn toward Green Lake to fly the procedure again, or 

you may depart the area. If returning to Green Lake, climb to at or above 3000 until the lake. 
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APPENDIX A  

 
Enter the designated airline/livery codes when you connect to the network 
Available liveries 

● Choose how you want to look in the eyes of ATC and other pilots 
Click Here to Learn More (FAQ Page) 

 

Beechcraft Baron - BE58 
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Cessna Skyhawk - C172 
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Piper Cherokee 140 - P28A (the Cherokee 180 is on page 35) 
 

 
 
Pipistrel Panthera - PIPA 
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SIAI-Marchetti - F260 
 

 
This is the only livery. You may leave 
airline/livery blank and you will look like this. 
 
Cirrus - SR20, SR22, S22T 
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Grumman Tiger - AA5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cessna 150/152 - C150/C152 
 
This is the only livery. 
You may leave 
airline/livery blank and 
you will look like this. 
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Ryan (North American) Navion - NAVI 

 
This is the only livery. You may leave 
airline/livery blank and you will look like this. 
 
Diamond - DA42/DA62 
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Robin DR401 - DR40 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lancair - LEG2/LNC2/LNC4/LNCE/LNP4 
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Mooney - M20P/M20T 
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Bonanza - BE33/BE35/BE36 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Piper Malibu - PA46 (PA46-310) 
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Piper Mirage - PA46 (PA46-350)  

 

Piper Arrow - P28R 
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Piper Saratoga - P32R  

 
Piper Seneca - PA34 

 
Piper Seminole - PA44 
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Piper Cherokee 180 - P28A (the Cherokee 140 is on page 26) 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
● Why am I restricted on the types of aircraft I can fly? 

○ Due to flight simulator software limitations, your simulator cannot upload your specific aircraft to 
the online network for everybody to see. Therefore, in order for other pilots (and the controllers) 
to visually see your aircraft and movements properly, they must have a pre-installed multiplayer 
version of your aircraft. The download package for PilotEdge includes all of the aircraft options 
mentioned in this NOTAM, therefore all pilots will have the necessary multiplayer models for the 
aircraft choices available to fly for SimVenture. For example, if you have a custom-built biplane 
aircraft in your simulator, when you connect to PilotEdge the other users’ simulators that don’t 
have biplanes won’t render your aircraft correctly. NOTE: This is only a SimVenture limitation 
due to the necessity for pilots and controllers to visually see aircraft properly. Outside of 
SimVenture, flight simulator users may fly ANY aircraft on the PilotEdge network. 

● Why isn’t there a livery (paint job) that looks like my aircraft? 
○ Please read the question/answer above related to types of aircraft. For those same reasons, 

every user must have the same library of paint jobs installed for each specific airplane. 
● Would you explain the importance of the airline/livery fields when I connect to the network? 

○ These fields are critical as they tell the PilotEdge network what your airplane looks like. “GA” 
indicates general aviation and the 3 character code tells the network which livery (paint job) you 
WANT to display as. It’s very important to understand that you will only show up as the livery 
that you select from the photos/options in Appendix A of this NOTAM. It does not matter what 
you see on your aircraft in your own simulator (reference the 2 questions/answers above for 
more information). When you connect to the network, you need to decide which aircraft livery 
you would like to display as. It’s critical that you remember what you look like since Fisk 
Approach will reference you as the paint job you connected with. EXAMPLE: If you are flying a 
pink Skyhawk in your simulator, but you choose to connect using the RED livery for the 
Skyhawk, pilots and controllers will ONLY see you as the RED livery and will have no idea that 
your sim’s airplane is pink. You MUST adopt the belief that your paint job looks like what you 
select from Appendix A of the NOTAM. 

● I tried the self-radio check and I couldn’t hear myself. What should I do? 
○ Start simple. Check that your headset is plugged into your computer and check for any physical 

mute buttons that may be on your headset. Next, be sure your Push-to-talk (PTT) is mapped 
correctly by visiting the Pilot Client (found in the lower right corner of your Windows Desktop 
near the clock in your system tray, the blue dot icon). Right click the blue dot and click 
“Settings.” Check your PTT mapping as well as your audio devices. Be sure you’re actually 
connected to PilotEdge by checking the online map at map.pilotedge.net. If audio is still not 
working, visit our Discord server (details below). 

● Should I fly the arrival at 1800ft and 90 knots or 2300ft and 135 knots? 
○ The only aircraft permitted to fly at 2300ft and 135kts are those who cannot comfortably operate 

at 1800ft and 90kts in a clean configuration. 
● Have another question, or didn’t get the answer you were looking for? 

○ Visit our live chat server at www.pilotedge.net/discord to engage with our community. 
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